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Apply for a job at Hilton International and three different computer systems must approve your application before the person will look at it. It's a process Sarah Smart, vice president of global recruitment, outlines how she explains how a hotel chain uses artificial intelligence to west the thousands applying for work in customer service: First, the system of tracking applicants is looking for resumes of people
on keywords matching job description. Next, the chatbot asks them a series of yes or no questions to make sure they meet the requirements like, Do you have internet access to work from a home position? Those who say yes are interviewed. But not human: This interview with a predictive AI app called HireVue.Related: Moneyball for Business: As AI changes talent managementInsive in 2004, the Salt
Lake City company has attracted more than $90 million in venture capital investment. It's a one-way interview, says Smart. The candidate will receive five to seven questions that they get the opportunity to answer. Hilton and HireVue work these questions together, but they are all designed to determine whether you will be a friendly employee, empathetic, and if you are successful in this role. Candidates
record their responses inside the HireVue video platform, after which the algorithm starts working. It breaks down how many excuses you use, and whether or not you smile. Chief Technology Officer Lauren Larsen says the tool can explore about 25,000 different data points per video, breaking down your words, your voice, and your face. We have to start with what success looks like, Larsen says,
explaining how each candidate's analysis is related to individual work opportunities. Take customer service, he continues. What competences or skills or abilities or traits should someone do well in this job? And then, once you define these, then you start to figure out: OK, let's assume the friendliness of the trait. And when people are friendly, they smile, so the system examines the faces of candidates. But
if it's a smile, and how many times do you show it-to be what determines whether you get the job done? Hilton says yes. As Smart explains: It's a pass/failure. Since becoming a HireVue client in 2014, 43,000 applicants have interviewed the algorithm. Two-thirds - about 28,667 people - were rejected without being noticed by a single person. (Since her corporate role, Smart itself doesn't go through the
system.) But according to Larsen, this is not how the technology really should be used. As a company, he explains: We never say pass/fail. What we're returning is an estimate that's essentially like your sat score - an percentage rating of how each individual measures against others that apply around the same time. Since so much data goes to compile each analysis, no smile or frown Keep you from
getting a job; it would just raise or lower your score by a few a few And only 10% to 30% of this score, depending on the employer, comes from the miki. The rest is based on the language you use. Both Smart and Larsen argue that AI isn't considering anything a human recruiter will, with Smart Call analyses more complex than that natural kind of gut instinct feeling that people get when they interview
someone. If I went in and you interviewed me for a job, Larsen says, would you pay attention to the same thing, for example, are you friendly? Are you a good representation for our brand? Of the 25,000 data points HireVue measures, communications director Cynthia Siemens says most employers don't analyze them all. Hilton doesn't look at the same behavioral indicators as Unilever, such as another
HireVue customer. Which data points are included in the finished product depends on what our testing proves relevant to success in a specific work role, she says, with five industrial and organizational (IO) psychologists overseeing development. Currently, candidates are not given a copy of their results, a feature Larsen hopes to add in a couple of months. For the 28,000-plus Hilton applicants rejected
without human involvement, these reports can be helpful, especially if they do not have the same background as existing employees. Asian immigrants, for example, use the mmind differently than white Americans, which can distort the results in the system. In addition, hireVue's language analysis begins with converting speech into text, a technology infamously misunderstanding of Southerners.Larsen
says that one of HireVue's main goals has always been to eliminate bias: by providing more behavioral data set than any person a recruiter can accumulate on his or her own, the goal is to take personal prejudices out of the equation. This, he notes, is part of why HireVue recommends customers not to use the results to make tough cuts, as Hilton does. Related: Can the use of artificial intelligence make
hiring less biased? that top 10%. Smart says: We have developed our profile based on looking at successful candidates inside the Hilton, which she adds is incredibly diverse. According to a 2018 company spokeswoman, 69 percent of its employees in the U.S. are ethnic minorities. In its use of HireVue, Smart says Hilton has avoided any potential adverse effects that may from choosing a tool that might
be biased, one way or another. For those 43,000 people who have gone through the system, Smart says that one positive side effect is that they all found out whether they got the job done faster: Out of business business HireVue has allowed us to significantly reduce our days to fill in that when you talk about filling large, large classes of representatives who work with our guests on a daily basis, this is a
huge business opportunity for us. This possibility extends not only to people whom the computer rejects. March 13, 2017 4 min. Read the opinions expressed by entrepreneurs investors are their own. By now, many of us have heard of or perhaps even own one of the popular, sleek multifunctional voice-first devices such as the Amazon Echo, also known as Alexa, the name used when waking the device to
give a verbal command. Fast joke: How do you make Alexa laugh? Answer: You can't because you can't press her buttons. This joke is terrible for many reasons, not least of which is that I end up anthropomorphized by a digital device that may be one of the biggest problems with these devices. Related: There's no doubt that Amazon's Alexa is the next big ThingFirst, according to voice labs Voice Report
for 2017, 6.5 million voice devices - defined as always on a piece of hardware using artificial intelligence (AI) primarily voice interface, both for input and output - were shipped in 2016. That number is estimated to grow to 24.5 million devices shipped in 2017, largely due to its appearance during Super Bowl commercials. These figures are extraordinary, especially when you consider that Echo was only
introduced in 2014, and then only its smaller brothers, Echo Dot and Google Home in 2016.While Amazon and Google (and Siri on our iPhones) have early leadership in this sector, there are sure to be new entrants. In fact, the entire sector will be interesting to watch as a lesson in the super-niche oriented products and services that turns out to be a smart business move. Related: Artificial intelligence now
has a voice, but the security problems of LoomAccording for Voice Labs, these AI assistants are already highly specialized and will become even more so in 2017. Here are predictions for strategies only by big players: Google focuses on mining the web and providing intelligent answers to general knowledge questions. Amazon focuses on commerce - for obvious reasons. Google and Microsoft will excel
in email, contacts and calendar management. Microsoft has a huge opportunity to succeed in games. Google and Amazon are going to fight for high-profile TV and home automation. Apple is betting on AirPods for on-the-go use cases and must have an Apple TV voice strategy. Samsung will also get into the mix at some point in 2017, but it's unclear if they will pursue the strategy. All players will struggle to
become a switch to the Internet of Things controller. Related: Top 10 Best ChatBot Platform Tools for chatbots for your BusinessThe crazy thing is that even with the potential for 24 million devices to be in our homes soon, the potential impact still remains surprisingly unclear. Adding to this uncertainty are the following unintentional unintentional as a result of the rapid acceptance in our lives. Related: How
to create a Facebook Messenger chatbot for free without coding One thing is for sure, the popularity of these devices will undoubtedly grow. As for me, I'm still a little wary of being an early adopter of this technology. I can be convinced, however, if AI software can be taught to laugh at my bad jokes. Jokes. artificial intelligence using python course. coursera python artificial intelligence. . artificial intelligence
with python full course. artificial intelligence python course pdf
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